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South Africa - Weather
• Late season harvesting will continue with few disruptions
• Rainfall in Western Cape late this week will only offer brief relief from the
dryness
o Most areas will not receive enough rain to significantly bolster soil
moisture
• Free State and neighboring areas will continue to dry down
• Winter wheat in Western Cape will briefly improve due to the light rain later
this week
o However, most areas will remain too dry to support ideal crop conditions
o Timely rain will be needed in early July to help support ideal winter
wheat prospects
o Free State and neighboring areas also need a good shot of rain to
bolster soil moisture and maintain a good environment for the crops
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: A near daily occurrence of showers and thunderstorms will impact at least a portion of
the Midwest during the coming seven days. All areas will be impacted and many will receive rain
multiple times. The lower Midwest will be wettest. Rain totals through Monday, June 24 will range
from 1.00 to 3.00 inches with local totals over 4.00 inches from eastern Kansas and Nebraska through
Ohio and Kentucky. Rainfall in the northern Midwest by Tuesday June 25 will vary from 0.30 to 0.90
inch with a few amounts of 1.00 to 2.00 inches.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: A favorable mix of weather is expected in both the Delta and
southeastern states over the next ten days to two weeks. The environment will prove to be good for
crop development. The driest and warmest conditions will evolve during the weekend and next week,
but sufficient soil moisture will be present to support crop needs. Farming activity may be disrupted
for a while this workweek, but should improve next week.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Good to excellent harvest weather is expected in second season corn and cotton
production areas as well as late season crops like citrus, sugarcane, coffee and late season rice –
especially in this first week of weather, but in most areas north of Parana and Mato Grosso do Sul in
the second week as well. Rain in southern wheat areas June 26-July 2 will help to ensure good crop
development.
ARGENTINA: The next two weeks will prove to be ideal for wheat and barley planting and
establishment. Soil moisture will be favorable for seed germination, plant emergence
and establishment. Delays to fieldwork should be brief and when rain is not falling planting
progress and the harvest of summer crops should advance swiftly.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: A good mixture of rain and sunshine will occur throughout most of Europe this week. Some stronger storms will produce heavy rainfall in the U.K. into south Scandinavia as well as east France, Germany and north
Italy into east Europe. Rainfall will be confined to the far north today into Friday and return to central and eastern Europe this weekend into next week. Moisture totals will vary from 0.50 to 2.00 inches and local totals
exceeding 3.00 inches by this time next week
AUSTRALIA: Precipitation will eventually return to Western Australia this week, although drying will prevail through Friday. Rounds of precipitation will increase in Western Australia this weekend and into early next week.
The moisture will bolster soil moisture conditions and crops will benefit. Moisture totals by this time next week will range from 0.50 to 2.00 inches and locally greater amounts in most production areas. The greatest
moisture will occur in western locations. In the meantime, restricted precipitation and drying will occur in eastern Australia.
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